EMBODIED PRESENCE
AT WORK AND BEYOND

WITH
ANN SHUPTRINE

London: March - May - July 2020

There is a need in the world for a different style of being in work and
beyond, one that relies on our EMBODIED PRESENCE, our unique
human-ness that is relational, resonant with others and creatively
responsive. In this state of being we are at one with the innate
intelligence of the human body, bringing flow and energetic availability
to all we do.
In this experiential workshop series, we cultivate EMBODIED PRESENCE
as we expand our relational capacity. Through movement inquiry we
become more fluid, resourced and creatively responsive when working
with others, innovating solutions, and affecting change at work and
beyond. As we attend to Self, Other and Situation with sensate
awareness, we lay a foundation for embodied presence.
We will use SOS (Self, Other, Situation), the Relational Change model of
presence, as an experiential framework of interrelatedness, across
three two-day workshops. Each workshop is informed by one
component of the SOS model of presence. Core Movement Resources
of Open Floor support our moving investigation of embodied presence.
Through movement practice, and Relational Gestalt methods
including dialogue, observation and inquiry, we hone embodied
presence in relationship as we apply this learning to professional life
and beyond.
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WHAT?
Self: Instrument of Awareness
Our sensate body is a highly intelligent instrument of awareness that directly impacts the quality of our relationships. In this module, we explore our felt sense of SELF. As we play with movement resources that will support our embodied presence, we develop our inner witness, practice tracking and observation whilst refining our embodied sense of the world.
Dates: March 13 & 14th
Other: Dialogue in Motion
Dialogue is the gateway to connection, relationship and change. In this module, participants cultivate awareness of OTHER through the refinement of verbal and non-verbal dialogue. Movement resources supporting our embodied presence with OTHER are explored as we mirror, differentiate and investigate what happens when we move towards and away in relationship at work and beyond.
Dates: May 15 & 16
Situation: Innovative Body
Whatever the SITUATION of events and influences at work/life directly effects the individuals, groups or organisations within. In this module, participants practice moving from habit to creative choice as they co-emerge with the SITUATION to innovate.
Dates: July 10 & 11

March 13 & 14th
Self: Instrument of Awareness
In this module, we explore our felt sense of SELF. As we play with
Core Movement Resources that support our embodied presence,
we develop our inner witness, practice tracking and observation
whilst refining our embodied sense of the world.

OUR
PERFORMANCE

May 22 & 23
Other: Dialogue in Motion
In this module, participants cultivate awareness of OTHER
through the refinement of verbal and non-verbal dialogue. Core
Movement Resources supporting our embodied presence with
OTHER are explored as we mirror, differentiate and investigate
what happens when we move towards and away in relationship at
work and beyond.
July 10 & 11
Situation: Innovative Body
In this module, participants practice moving from habit to creative
choice as they co-emerge with the SITUATION to innovate. Core
Movement Resources supporting our relationship to the
SITUATION will support our experimentation as we problem solve
and navigate.
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What are the benefits?
- Learn how embodiment is crucial to relational work
- Discover how embodiment affects your presence and that of
others
- Cultivate embodied resources for self-support and emotional
intelligence
- Develop an embodied understanding of the SOS (Self, Other,
Situation) model of presence
- Learn Core Movement Resources that will inspire how you
work with others
- Cultivate fluidity, creativity and mindfulness

OUR
PERFORMANCE

What to expect?
Movement - Dialogue - Experimentation - Group Sharing Creativity
Who can participate?
This is an inclusive workshop open to the general public and
those with limited mobility. No previous experience is required.
* Workshop hours may be counted towards CPD for the
European Association of Gestalt Therapy GPO accreditation
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RELATIONAL CHANGE

OUR
PERFORMANCE
Event organised by:
Relational Change helps individuals, couples, families, teams,
organisations and communities find improved outcomes through
better relationships. Together with our associates and affiliated
centres in the UK and Europe, we aim to deliver value to people,
groups and communities in the areas of Organisational
Development, Community Building, Coaching and Psychotherapy.
We are an Organisational Member of INTAGIO and work closely
with a number of partners across the world to develop the
relational movement.
http://www.relationalchange.org
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ANN SHUPTRINE

Ann Shuptrine (MA Sociology and Fine Art, BSc Psychology,
Gestalt Practitioner in Organisations - EAGT, Cert Open Floor
Movement) is a Coach, Consultant, Facilitator of Open Floor
Movement and Artist with 20 years experience working with
leading organisations across Advertising, Arts, Culture, and
Design.
Passionate about how embodied presence can transform our
personal and professional lives, Ann supports individuals and
organisations to embrace their authenticity from within. She
shares her creative vision to help others discover how the
artistry of relating can inspire deeper, more meaningful
relationships, enhance creativity, potency and influence.
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Workshops will be held at the beautiful Chocolate Studios
near Old St and Angel.
www.chocolatestudios.co.uk

Early Bird price for workshop series: £495 paid by 2/14/2020
Regular price for workshop series: £550 (can be paid in
instalments)
One two-day workshop: £200
Places are limited to create an intimate group experience. Advanced
booking advised.
E-mail: ann@bemovedforchange.com for more info and to reserve
your place.
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